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Abstract 

Mutual Exclusion (ME) problem involves a group of processes, each of which intermittently requires access to 

the only resource present in the environment. Handling ME problem becomes difficult due to the dynamic 

nature of the ad hoc environment. This paper presents a token-based solution to ME problem in the mobile ad 

hoc environment. The proposed token based algorithm is sensitive to link forming and link breaking and thus is 

suitable for MANET. The algorithm uses the concept of dynamic request set (DRS). As the request set is 

dynamically updated, the average size of request set is reduced resulting in less number of messages exchanged 

per critical section. The algorithm satisfies mutual exclusion, starvation freedom, and freedom from deadlock. 

The present algorithm has been compared with DRS based ME algorithms for static distributed systems. The 

results show that the concept of DRS in MANETs can be successfully used. Token loss problem has also been 

handled separately in the present exposition. 

 
Index Terms: Resource Allocation, Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETS), Distributed Algorithms, 

Distributed Computing, Mutual Exclusion. 
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1. Introduction 

Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) contains mobile hosts which move arbitrarily in the environment. 

Communication topology may change with time as the hosts move into and go out of each other’s transmission 

range. Similar to static networks, the efficient and correct use of shared resource(s) is one of the important 

problems in MANETs. Over the years, researchers have proposed several resource allocation problems in 

distributed systems e.g., mutual exclusion [1], dining philosopher problem [2], and drinking philosopher 

problem [3]. 
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The mutual exclusion [1] problem is one of the most fundamental problems in distributed system. In Mutual 

exclusion (ME) problem, a several processes intermittently require entering the Critical Section (CS) in order to 

gain exclusive access to the shared resource. A solution to the ME problem must satisfy the following three 

correctness properties [4]: 

 

 Mutual Exclusion (safety): At most one process is allowed to enter the CS at any moment. 

 Deadlock Freedom (liveness): If any process is waiting for the CS then in a finite time some process 

enters the CS. 

 Starvation Freedom (fairness): If a process is waiting for the CS then in a finite time the process enters the 

CS. 

 

The solution to the mutual exclusion problem can be categorized into two classes: token-based and 

permission-based [1, 5]. In token-based algorithms, a unique token is shared among the nodes. A node is 

allowed to enter the CS only if it possesses the token. While in a permission-based algorithm, the node that 

wants to enter the CS must first obtain the permissions from other nodes by exchanging messages.  

In MANETs, the nodes need to share resources; hence, an efficient solution of mutual exclusion problem in 

MANETs is essentially required. However, due to the mobility of nodes, the solutions developed for solving 

mutual exclusion problem in static networks need to be adopted and modified before these can be effectively 

used in MANETs.  

The token-based algorithms can be classified as static request set based [6] and dynamic request set (DRS) 

based algorithms [7, 8]. In static request set based algorithms, a node requesting for token always select the 

same set of nodes to which the request has to be sent. On the other hand, in DRS based algorithm, the set of 

nodes to which a requesting node need to forward its request for token changes dynamically. Generally, the 

number of messages per critical section is less in DRS based algorithms in comparison to static request set 

based algorithms. Hence, in this paper, a token based solution for mutual exclusion problem in MANET’s using 

the concept of dynamic request set [7], has been proposed. 

The rest of the paper has been organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work. In section 3, 

system model, algorithm concept and data structure have been presented. The proof of correctness and the 

performance analysis has been shown in section 4 and section 5 respectively. Section 6 presents simulation 

results whereas section 7 handles token loss. Conclusions and future scope is shown in section 8.  

2. Related Work 

In 1993, Badrinath-Acharya-Imielinski [9] proposed two distributed mutual exclusion algorithms for cellular 

wireless networks. Both are adaptations for cellular networks, these adaptations avoid communicating 

frequently with hosts and finally reduce considerably the cost (for circulating token). Later on, MANETs 

emerged as an important subclass of wireless networks. Walter-Kini [10] proposed the first algorithm for 

solving the mutual exclusion problem in MANETs using a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The algorithm is 

suitable for mobile environment since nodes are required to keep information only about their immediate 

neighbours. Walter-Welch-Vaidya [11] proposed a reverse link (RL) based algorithm in which the requests are 

forwarded to the token holder over the tree and the token is delivered over the reverse tree path to the 

requesting node. The token holder will always be the lowest node in the DAG.  The algorithm proposed by 

Roberto-Baldoni-Virgillito [12] is based on a dynamic logical ring and combines the two methods token-asking 

and circulating token. The algorithm aims to maintain device power consumption as low as possible by 

reducing the number of hops traversed per CS execution and by avoiding sending any control message when no 

process requests the CS.  

Another variant of the classical mutual exclusion problem is local mutual exclusion. In local mutual 

exclusion, the nearby nodes (i.e. nodes in the same neighbourhood) compete with each other for the exclusive 

access of a shared resource. The local mutual exclusion problem has been discussed earlier in static networks [2, 
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13, 14]. Attaiyya et al. [15, 16] defined the local mutual exclusion problem in MANETs. They proposed two 

algorithms using doorways for solving local mutual exclusion problem in MANETs. Khanna-Singh-Swaroop 

[17] defined k-local mutual exclusion problem (KLME) in MANET’s and proposed a token-based solution for 

the same. Khanna-Singh-Swaroop [18, 19] proposed a variant of the group mutual exclusion problem and 

named it as Group local mutual exclusion problem [GLME]. Wu-Cao-Raynal [20] defined a new problem 

named LGME (Local group mutual exclusion) as a variant of group mutual exclusion problem especially suited 

for VANET’s and proposed a coterie based solution for LGME. 

In recent years, several researchers focused on solving mutual exclusion problem and its variants in MANETs, 

therefore several algorithms to solve ME problem in MANETs [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] have been 

proposed. Whereas, Chang-Singhal-Liu [7] used the concept of dynamic request set in order to reduce the 

message complexity of Suzuki-Kasmi algorithm [6] which was based on static request set. The simulation 

results presented in [7] shows that the message complexity can be reduced up to 60% using DRS in comparison 

to static request set. This motivated us to develop a token-based algorithm based on DRS to solve the mutual 

exclusion problem in MANETs. 

3. System Model 

In the present MANET environment there is n number of mobile nodes. The mobile nodes compete for the 

resource available in the region. 

In the present paper, following assumptions have been made: 

 

1. Number of nodes is finite and each node has unique identifier. 

2. Any node can join or leave the ad hoc network. 

3. There is no message loss. 

4. Message propagation delay is finite but unpredictable. 

5. The maximum time for which a process can be in its CS is bounded. 

6. A process doesn’t make a new request till its old request is satisfied. 

7. Asynchronous distributed environment for the ad hoc network has been assumed. 

8. Communication between the nodes is through message passing. 

9. A workable link layer protocol is in place. 

10. Underlying ad hoc network is of quasi stable nature. 

 

The similar assumptions have been made by previous works on MANETs [11]. 

3.1. Working of Algorithm 

For the convenience of the reader, a high level working of the proposed algorithm has been presented below. 

However, the detailed pseudo code and state transition diagram has also been presented in this section.  

Initially, all other nodes are included in the request set of each node except node 1 which is assumed to have 

token initially and whose request set is set to be empty. If a requesting node has the idle token it enters CS 

immediately. Otherwise, it will send request to all nodes in its request set and wait for the token. On receiving a 

non-stale request, the corresponding request number is updated in the request array of the receiving node. Now, 

based upon the state of the node, there are four possible cases. (i) The token is in idle state. The token is 

forwarded to the requesting node and requester’s id is added in the request set of the token forwarding node. (ii) 

The token holding node is in CS state. The appropriate action will be taken when the node will come out of CS. 

(iii) The node is in requesting state. The node checks if the requesting node is in its request set. If not, the 

receiving node forwards its own request to the requester and adds requesting node’s id in its request set. (iv) 

The node is in remainder state. The requesting node’s id is added in the request set of receiving node, if it is not 

already there. 
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After receiving token, the new node will set its request set as empty.  If it is in requesting state it enters CS, 

otherwise it will hold the idle token. After exiting CS, the node updates the token queue. In case token queue is 

not empty, it adds all nodes in the token queue in its request set and transfers the token to the node at the front 

of token queue. Otherwise, the node will hold the idle token. 

An outgoing node checks whether it is a token holder node or not. In case it is a token holder node and its 

token queue is not empty it will forward the token to the node at the front of token queue, however, if token 

queue is empty it will send the token to the lowest id node. The information that the node is leaving the ad hoc 

region is broadcasted along with the token information. 

After a node receives leaving information from any node, it will update the token information only if it 

receives the same and deletes leaving nodes information from its local data structure. In case, the token holder 

receives the leaving information it deletes the leaving nodes request if present in the token queue. 

In case, a new node joins the ad hoc region its local data structure is initialized and its joining information is 

broadcasted. A node receiving the joining information of any node updates joining node’s information in its 

local data structure.  

Fig. 1 shows the state transition diagram of the DRS algorithm in MANETs. This diagram shows four states 

of a node and change of state when any event is performed on that node. The four states are HI: holding idle 

token, REM: Remainder, CS: Critical Section and WAIT: Waiting. 

 

 

Fig.1. State Diagram of node i 

3.2. Data Structure 

Data Structure at node i. 

a) n: Number of nodes inside the ad hoc environment. 

b) RNi[j]: Node i request number list where 1<j<N 

c) RSi: Request Set of Node i  

d) leader_nodei: Stores leader information   

e) statei: State of Node i 

REQ: Requesting
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REM: Remainder 

CS: Critical Section  

HI: Holding idle token 

f) Have_Tokeni: Boolean variable indicating whether node has token or not 

 

Data structure at Token. 

a) LN: Latest request number list  

b) T_queue: Token Queue  

 

Messages: 

a) Request_CS(i, RN): Request message with respective request number. 

b) token(T_queue, LN): A node may enter CS only if it has received token. 

c) i_am_leaving(RNi, RSi, X): Broadcasted message when node i is about to leave the ad hoc environment 

with corresponding request number and token information (if any). 

d) I_have_join(i): Broadcasted message when node i joins the ad hoc environment.  

3.3. Event Driven Description of the Algorithm at node i 

a. Initialization 

for(i = 0; i < n; i++) 

   for(j = 0; j < n ; j++) 

     RNi[j] = 0; RSi = all nodes inside environment except i 

     statei = REM; Have_Tokeni = FALSE; leader_nodei = -1  

// initialization at token holder 

Let node i is holding the token 

Have_Tokeni = TRUE; RSi = Ø; T_queue = Ø; leader_nodei = i; statei = HI 

for(j=0; j < n; j++) 

     LN[i] = 0 

 

b. Request_CS:  node i request for CS 

statei = REQ 

if(Have_Tokeni ! = i) 

   RNi[i] = RNi[i]+1; Send Request_CS to all nodes in RSi  

else 

   statei = CS; enter CS; call exit_CS 

 
c. Received Request_CS(j, p): receiving of request for CS by node i from node j 

if (p > RNi[j]) 

  RNi[j] = p 

   if (Have_Tokeni  &&  statei = HI) 

      Have_Tokeni = FALSE; set statei = REM; Send token to node  j  

      if(RSij) 

         RSi= RSi{j} 

   elseif (statei = REQ && RSi  j)  

      send Request_CS to j; RSi = RSi{j} 

   elseif (statei = REM) 

      if (RSij) RSi=RSi{j} 
 

d. Rec_token(T_queue, LN): token  received by node i 
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Delete the entry of node i if present in token queue 

Update RNi; RSi= Ø; Have_Tokeni = true 

if(statei = REQ) 

   statei = CS; Enter CS; Exit_CS 

else 

   statei = HI  

 
e. Exit_CS: node i exited from CS 

LN[i] = RNi[i] 

for(p = 1; p < n; p++) 

    if(RNi[p] = LN[i]+1 && p  T_queue) 

      add entry of p in token queue 

add all elements of token queue in RSi 

if(T_queue != NULL) 

   Have_Tokeni = FALSE; send token to the node at front of token queue 

else  

   statei =  HI 

 
f. Node_leaving: node i is about to leave the ad hoc environment 

if(Have_Tokeni = TRUE) 

   if(T_queue != NULL) 

      send token to X top element of T_queue; RSi= RSi {X} 

   else  

      send token to lowest id X; RSi= RSi {X};  

      Have_Tokeni = FALSE  

else X = -1 

   broadcast i_am_leaving(RNi, RSi, X) to all nodes in the ad hoc region 

 

g. Rec_i_am_leaving: Node i receives I_am_leaving message from node j 

Update new token holder information and Request Set information if it has been received; Delete information 

of j from local data structure 

 if(Have_Tokeni = TRUE && j   T_queue) 

    Delete j from token queue 

 

h. New node i joins the ad hoc environment 

Initialization of local parameters; RSi = all node in the ad hoc environment except itself 

Broadcast I_have_join 

 

i. Node i receives I_have_join(j) 

Update entry of node i in the local data structure of node i 

4. Proof of Correctness 

4.1. Mutual Exclusion 

Theorem 1. At any point of time, there can be at most one node inside CS. 

It has been assumed in the system model that no message is lost during transit and token is generated at the 

time of initialization. In initialization, only one token is generated, hence, only a single node can have token  
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and the corresponding node holding the token can enter CS. Moreover, the outgoing token holder node transfers 

the token to the node at the front of the token queue or to the lowest id node (if token queue is empty). Hence, 

at any point of time only one node may hold the token and theorem 1 is proved.  

4.2. Freedom from Starvation 

Lemma 1. (∀ P,Q) P  RSQ or Q  RSp is always satisfied. 

The algorithm initializes the request set and maintains the request set in the manner similar to Chang-

Singhal-Liu [7]. In [7], It has been proved that: (∀ P, Q) P  RSQ or Q  RSp is always satisfied in case of static 

distributed systems. In ad hoc environment a node may go out and can join the network. An outgoing node may 

be token holder node or non token holder node. A token holder node transfers the token either to the node at the 

front of the token queue or to the node with lowest id (in case token queue is empty). This information is 

broadcasted to all nodes and the request sets are updated accordingly ensuring the required condition. Moreover, 

when a new node joins the ad hoc region, it is not in the request set of any other node, however, it contains all 

other nodes in its request set (Initialization process). Therefore, the condition still remains satisfied. It has been 

shown that the (∀ P, Q) P  RSQ or Q  RSp remains true all the time. Hence, the lemma 1 is proved. 

 

Lemma 2. The request of a requesting node eventually reaches the token holder node. 

Let P is a requesting node and w is the token holder node. Now there are two possibilities a) P  RSw   b) w  

RSp (from lemma 1) 

a) w must have sent a request to P, after receiving this request P will add w in its request set and forward its 

request to w which will be received by the w and is added in token queue. 

b) Since, w  RSp than P must have sent a request to w hence its request will be added in the token queue. 

In all possible cases the request is added in token queue and lemma 2 is proved. 

 

Theorem 2. Every request will eventually be served. 

The request of every requesting node will eventually be added in token queue (from lemma 2). Now, the 

token queue is FIFO, the token is transferred always to the node at the front of token queue and all the 

additions are done at the rear of the token queue. Moreover, the time spent by a process in the CS is finite. 

Hence, any request added in the token queue will ultimately reach at the front of the token queue and will be 

eventually served. Hence, Theorem 2 is proved. 

5. Performance Analysis 

5.1. Message Complexity 

Best case: The best case will occur when an idle token holder node requests for CS and enters CS. In this 

case, no message will be exchanged. 

Worst Case: In the worst case, node i will contain all other nodes except itself in its request set, therefore, (n-

1) request messages will be sent. Hence, n-1 request messages and one token message (total n messages) will 

be required.  

Average Case: On an average, the size of the request set varies between 0 to n-1.  

Average size of request set = (0+ (n-1)) /2 

Number of messages in average case = (n-1)/2+1 (token)= (n+1)/2 

5.2. Average Waiting Time 

In mutual exclusion, response time is considered under light load conditions. Light load signifies a node 

holding an idle token. In case, node i requests for CS to the nodes present in its request set, out of which one 
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can be a token holder. If T is the time to transfer the request, another T units will be taken to transfer the token 

to the node i. Therefore, 2T is the average waiting time for best case. 

5.3. Synchronization Delay 

Synchronization delay is considered under heavy load conditions where the token queue is always full of 

requests. Therefore, when a token holder node comes out of the CS, it transfers the token immediately to the 

node at the front of the token queue (in time T) which in turn enters the CS immediately. Hence, the heavy load 

synchronization delay of the algorithm is T. 

6. Simulation of Algorithm 

To analyze and study the performance of DRS based mutual exclusion algorithm for MANET dynamically, 

NS2 (discrete event driven network simulator) has been used. The time a process spends in CS is assumed to be 

exponentially distributed with mean value of 500 milliseconds (µcs). Moreover, the idle time of a node is also 

considered to be exponentially distributed with mean value (µncs).  The contention level can be calculated by 

using the following formula contention level = (µcs / (µcs+ µncs))*100 [17]. In order to achieve the desired level 

of contention, the value of µncs has been varied. The experiments have been conducted under heavy load 

(contention level 98%), medium load (contention level 50%), and light load (contention level 2%) conditions. 

In order to analyze the effect of mobility on the performance of the algorithm, the algorithm has been simulated 

under light, medium and heavy mobility. The total number of nodes in the ad hoc region is varied in the range 

of 20 to 100. 
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                                              (c)                                                                                                  (d) 

 

       
                                                         (e)                                                                                                  (f) 

Fig.2. (a) Messages/CS Vs No. of nodes (High Load) (b) Average waiting time Vs No. of nodes (High Load) (c) Messages/CS Vs No. of 

nodes (Medium Load) (d) Average waiting time Vs No. of nodes (Medium Load) (e) Messages/CS vs No. of nodes (Light Load) (f) 

Average waiting time vs No. of nodes (Light Load) 

On analyzing the simulation results (fig. 2), it can be said that except in light load, the waiting time of our 

algorithm for MANETs reduces in comparison to static algorithm. Moreover, under the light load condition, the 

waiting time of mobile DRS is slightly higher to the static one under the medium and low churn rate, however, 

this difference is significant in case of high churn rate. The most striking feature of our algorithm is that under 

medium load and high load conditions, the algorithm performs significantly better in comparison to static 

version as far as waiting time is concerned. Moreover, the waiting time reduces as the churn rate is increased. 

The reason behind this performance benifit is that when a token holder node moves out of neighborhood it 

broadcasts a message regarding this along with the information about new token holder. Upon receiving this  
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information, a node removes all other nodes from its request sets and add the new token holder in its request set. 

Now, the probablity that a token holder node wants to move out increases with load and churn rate. Hence, the 

algorithm performs better in medium/high load and high churn rate conditions as far as waiting time is 

concerned. 

As expected the number of messages per CS in mobile DRS varies lineraly with the number of nodes in the 

system. The mobile DRS algorithm outperforms the static version algorithm in all the cases except when the 

churn rate is high (under low load, medium load and heavy laod). The message complexity is reduced because 

of more updated request sets because of the information broadcasted with i_am_leaving message. However, 

under high churn rate, it is highly probable that a node moves out after sending its request to all nodes in its 

request set. These messages will be counted whereas the node will not enter CS, hence, the message complexity 

in high churn rate increases.  

Synchronization Delay. It is customary to analyze synchronization delay under heavy load conditions. In 

these conditions, the token queue will never be empty. As shown in fig. 3, in light load conditions 

synchronisation delay varies abruptly as the number of nodes is changed. It is higher when the number of nodes 

is less in number and reduces as the number of nodes is increased. When we analyse the synchronisation delay 

in medium and heavy load conditions, it is evident from the graphs that it remains constant in both cases i.e. 

around 0.05 which we also have taken in case of simulation as the average propagation delay. Hence, it 

confirms our algorithm according to which the heavy load synchronization delay should be T. 
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(c) 

Fig.3. (a) Synchronization Delay Vs No. of nodes (High Load) (b) Synchronisation Delay Vs No. of nodes (Medium Load) (c) 

Synchronization Delay Vs No. of nodes (Light Load) 

7. Handling Token Loss 

The major challenge in token-based algorithms is to handle the token loss problem. Therefore, here in this 

section, a fault tolerant version of the exposition has been proposed which is can handle the problem of token 

loss. Although, it has been assumed that node i will not fail and token may loss only in transit. Following 

features have also been added in the presented algorithm to make it fault tolerant.  
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Case (a) Node j left the ad hoc region before receiving the token.  
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Case (b2) node j has left the ad hoc environment. 

In case b2, all nodes in the region will receive the broadcasted I_am_leaving message of node j. As all the 

nodes have the copy of old token, further two cases are possible in this scenario (1) The token queue is not 

empty. In this case, the next node at the front of the token queue will declare itself as the token holder. (ii)The 

token queue is empty. In this case, the lowest id node of the region (decided by the link level protocol of the 

system) having the copy of old token will become the new token holder. In both the discussed cases, the new 

token holder broadcasts the new token information message to all nodes. After receiving information about the 

new token holder, all nodes will delete the old token information. 

8. Conclusion and Future Scope 

In the present paper, a token-based mutual algorithm using dynamic request set has been proposed. The 

simulation result shows and validate that the dynamic request set concept can be applied more effectively in ad 

hoc environment in comparison to static distributed system. The algorithm achieves optimum heavy load 

synchronization delay of T (where T is the maximum message propagation delay). Performance analysis of the 

presented algorithm has also been shown. The solution to token loss problem is also included in the presented 

exposition. A fully fault tolerant version of the algorithm which is capable of handling message loss and node 

crash failure is left as a future work. 
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